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I. INTRODUCE-10~ 
In this paper we continue the study of the algebra of formal series. We will 
develop some new results on special sequences and begin the study of Sheffer 
Sequences, discussing the important examples of Hermite, Laguerre and 
Bernoulli. The second section gives a very brief survey of parts of [I] as well as a 
new result which will be used in the sequel. 
A general remark about the theory is in order. Sequences of polynomials of 
binomial and Sheffer type-such as those of Hermite, Laguerre and Bernoulli-- 
have played a key role in the theory of special functions. It is the yoga of the 
algebra of formal series that these sequences are but the polynomial tip of 
corresponding sequences of Laurent series with a finite number of terms of 
positive degree. By corresponding we mean that the sequences of Laurent series 
possess many of the same algebraic properties as the sequences of polynomials 
To be absolutely plain, to each sequence of polynomials of Sheffer type (which 
includes binomial type) 
s,(x) = 2 a,,kxk 
k-Q 
71 = 0, 1, 2,... there is a sequence of Laurent series 
j;,(x) = f i&kXk 
AZ--m 
n = ... -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,... with the property that if n >, 0 and k > 0 then 
- a n,lc = an.k . 
Moreover, many of the algebraic properties of the sequence So possess 
analogues for the sequence S,(X). 
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In the present paper we confine ourselves to a special case of the theory 
treated In [I]; namely we take OL = 0 and 
c, = n! for n > 0 
= (-lpi 
(-n- l)! 
for72 <0 
(see [l] or Section 2). From the point of view of special functions, this seems 
to be the most important case. We believe that the results therein obtained 
give strong support to the conclusion that the counterpart of n! for negative 
values of 12 is c, = (- 1 >“+I/( --n - l)! These constants c, behave like factorials 
in many respects. For instance, 
CT2 ---=n if n-f3 
G-1 
zzz I if n==O 
Since the values c,/c,-,~ and cni(ckcn-J are generalizations of the Lower 
factorial and binomial coefficient respectively and since they will occur repeatedly 
in the future we present the following list. 
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A final word on notation. We use the following symbols as indicated 
(x)n = x(x - 1) *.a (x - n + 1) 
(x)(fi) = x(x + 1) .** (x + n - 1) 
where n is a positive integer. For n = 0, we set these both equal to 1. The 
symbol a,,, as always, represents the Kronecker delta function: 
6 -1 if n=zk n,k - 
=0 if n # k. 
2. THE ALGEBRA OF FORMAL SERIES 
In this section we give a brief survey of some relevant parts of [l]. We con- 
clude with a new results which will be used later. 
Let r be the field of formal Laurent series of the form 
where m is any integer and ak is in a fixed ground field K. The operations in I’ 
are formal addition and multiplication. If anz # 0, we say the degree off(t) is m. 
Let P be the field of formal Laurent series of the form 
p(x) = i b,xj 
+-cc 
where n is any integer and bj E K. Again the operations in P are formal addition 
and multiplication. When there is no chance of confusion, we will drop the 
variable and write f for f(t) and p for p(x). Both ,,r and P are given suitable 
topologies for a discussion of which we refer the reader to [l]. 
We define an action of I’ on P by writing 
(flP> 
setting 
(t” I XT = 4a+a 
and extending by infinite linearity to all of r and P. Here 01 is an arbitrary integer 
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and C, is a sequence of non-zero elements of K. While the theory holds for any 
choice of 01 and c, , from this point on we will take 01 = 0 and 
c, = n! forn>O 
= (-lP+l 
( -n - l)! 
forn <O 
for reasons indicated in Section 1. 
An important example of a series in r is the evaluation series E,,, defined 
for a E K by 
We have 
E a.,m. = g g tk. 
<%,m 1 ix*) = a” if n > m 
=0 if n < m. 
A delta series in r is a series of degree 1. By a sequence pn in P we shall. imply 
that degp, = n for all integers n. 
THEOIUW 1. Let f be a delta series in r. Then the followkg identity unique2j 
defines a sequence p, in P. 
The sequencep, is called the associated sequence for f. Notice that the associated 
sequence for f = t is p, = x”. The next two theorems give characterizations of 
associated sequences. 
THEOREM 2. A sequence p, in P is an associatkd sequence ;f and on!$ iJ it is 
special; that is, if and only if 
n-dego 
ai? I P2 = ,=z:,,, & (f I Pk> (g I AZ-72 
for all f, g E r. 
THEOREM 3. A sequence p, in P is an associated sequence if and only if it is a 
conjugate sequence for some delta series g in F. That is, if and only if 
pn = f (g” 1 xn? xk 
k=--m ck 
for some delta seires g ~5 P. 
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Thus we see that the following are equivalent for a sequence p, in P: 
(I) p, is special; 
(2) p, is the associated sequence for a delta series f E F; 
(3) p, is the conjugate sequence for a delta series g E F. 
The relationship off and g is quite simple. They are inverse under formal 
composition of Laurent series, that is f(g(t)) = t = g(f(t)). 
Now if f is a delta series, then it has an associated sequence p, and a conjugate 
sequence 4% , both of which are special. Their relationship is easily expressed 
with the notion of umbra1 composition. If p, and pn are sequences in P and if 
9% = CL-, an,lcXR, then the umbra1 composition of qs with p, is the sequence 
!!lL(P(X)) = f an,kPk(4 
kc--m 
in P. Under the aforementioned conditions we have 
PM@ = 3” = &(PW 
In fact it can be shown that the map which assigns to each delta series in r 
its associated sequence is an isomorphism from the group of delta series under 
formal composition onto the group of special sequences under umbra1 composi- 
tion. 
One of the key results of the theory is the Expansion Theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Let f be a delta series with associated sequence p, . Then if g is 
any series in r, we have 
g= 5 &+fk. 
k=degs 
COROLLARY 1. Let f be a delta series with associated sequence p, . Then if p 
is any series in P, we have 
Associated sequences may be characterized in yet another manner. We define 
a second action of r on P, denoted by juxtaposition, by 
tkxn = c, %n-k 
GA-% 
and extending by infinite linearity to r and P. 
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Then we have 
THEOREM 5. A sequence p, is the associated sequence fm a delta series f in -7 
;J^ and only if 
(1) <to I PJ = h,, , and 
(4 fPn = k-&n-l)Pn-l~ 
The second condition says roughly thatfacts like a derivative onp, . However, 
an important difference is clearly seen by considering the case j = t, for which 
we have 
txo = x-1 # 0. 
In terms of this new action we discover two formulas for the computation of 
associated sequences. 
THEOREM 6 (The Recurrence Formula). If& is the associated sequence for a 
delta series f in r, then for n # - 1, 
P - x(f’)-l P?z w-1 
where f’ is the formal derivative off(t) with respect to t. 
THEOREM 7 (The Transfer Formula). If p, is the associated sequence jar a 
delta series f in T’, then 
and 
p, = CJ ‘f--x-1 
p, =f’ (q)-“-‘” x” 
wizeref’ is the formal derivative off(t) with respect to t. 
We cIose this section with a result which did not appear in [I], and which we 
shall have occasion to use. 
THEOREM 8. Let L be a continuous linear operator on the vector space P. Sup- 
pose that for all p in P, 
(I) ifdegp=k,thendegLp=k-land 
(2) if f E r, then Lfp = fLp. 
Then there is a delta series g in I’ such that 
for all p in P. 
LP =&?P 
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Proof. We first notice that (to 1 Lxk> = 0 if k < 0 and (to 1 Lx) # 0. Now 
define g E F by 
(g j %“> = (to 1 Lx”). 
Then degg = 1 and g is a delta series. Let p, be the associated sequence for g. 
By continuity we have 
<to ILP*> = <g I Pn> = GA&,1 -
If we can show that p, = (c,&+~) LP~+~ , it will follow that 
LP?a+1 = 2 Pn = BPn+1 
and the lemma will be proved. Thus we must show that the sequence 
sn = wn+l) LPrNl is the associated sequence for g. But this follows from 
Theorem 5 since 
and 
gsn = C&l ~gLPpz+l 
= *LgPn+l 
cn+1 
= LP* 
CTZ. = - s,-1 . 
h-1 
3. THE BINOMIAL IDENTITY 
We now derive the binomial identity for special sequences. Suppose p E P 
and 
p = i akxk. 
k=--a, 
Then by $ we mean the polynomial part of p, that is, 
j = f akxk. 
k-0 
If deg p < 0, then of course 3 = 0. 
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For y E K let us consider the evaluation series ey,@ = @, which we write as 
Q, , It is clear that 
and 
Thus if n < 8 we have 
also 
and so 
(e, / x”) = y” if ?l>o 
= 0 if n<O 
(% I P> =3(y). 
We may consider E,F as a Laurent series analog of (x.+- y)“. However, caution 
must be exercised with this analogy since, for instance, 
Q/X0 = 1 T log (1 + $) . 
THEOREM 9 (The Binomial Identity). The sequence pn in f is special if and 
only ;f for ally E K we have 
where j&.(x) is the polynomial part of p&x). 
Proof. If p, is special, then by the Expansion Theorem 
<f” I %Pn) pk 
k=--m ck 
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where f is the delta series associated with p, . Now 
cf k I %Pd = (% If “P,> 
= & (% I Pn-k) n 
= $Lk(Y) 
12 
and so the binomial identity holds. 
Conversely, suppose the identity holds. If we take y = 0, we have ~a = to and 
so 
pVdx) = ,& &bn-k(“) Pk(& 
Then since degp, = n, we conclude that 
<to I P&D = MO> = CA.0 
for all j. Moreover, if we define the continuous linear operator L on P by 
then 
-&P,(X) =L i k=-cc &fin-k(Y) P&d 
1 
= k& 2-T h--k(Y) 2 pk&) 
n-1 
= ,c 
m &IL-k-l(Y) Pk(X) 
Thus Lcll = cllL and so L commutes with the delta series cl( - to. This implies 
that L commutes with all series in I’. Finally, since deg Lp, = n - 1 we may 
use Theorem 8 to deduce the existence of a delta series g for which 
t?Pn = 2 Pm-1 * 
Theorem 5 then establishes the result. 
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COROLLARY 1 (The Classical Binomial Identity). iif@, is a special se$ue?~ce, 
then for all y E K 
Pn(x + Y) = f (3 PwdY) PkW 
k=O 
4. SHEFFER SEQUENCES 
Some of the most important polynomial sequences, such as those of 
Laguerre, and Bernoulli are of Sheffer type. By this we mean they are images of a 
sequence of binomial type under an invertible linear operator of the form 
Cz=‘=, a P where D is the derivative. 
We say that a sequence s, in P is of Sheffer fpe if there is a special sequence 
p, and a series g in r with degg = 0 for which 
The sequence s, is said to be ShefJeey for g waA respect o pn * We may characterize 
SheEer sequences in several ways. 
THEOREM 10. A sequence s, is of She#er type if and or& ;f there exists seriesf 
and g in r with deg f = I and deg g = 0 for which 
(gfk 1 %> = cnB,,k . 
Pro.ooj. If s, is Sheffer for g-l with respect top, and if p, is associated to the 
delta series f then 
Conversely, if (gj” j sn) = c$,,~, where degg = 0 and degj = 1 then gsn is 
the associated sequence for f. The conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 11. A sequence s, is of Sheffer type if and only if there exists a delta 
series f for which 
fs, = 2 Ll 0 
Proof If s, is Sheffer for g with respect to p, , and if p, is associated to the 
delta series J, then 
f&L = fgp, = gfPn = -f&.gp,-, = -s- s,-1 
G-1 
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Conversely, supposefs, = ( c,/c,J s,-i for some delta seriesf, and let p, be the 
associated sequence for f. We define a continuous linear operator L on P by 
Then 
Lpn = s, . 
-VP% = -&LPn-I = -j& sn-1 
=.fsn =fLP, 
and so Lf = fL. Thus L commutes with all series in r. Moreover, the continuous 
linear operator tL satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5 and so there exists a 
delta series h in P for which 
Hence 
tLp = hp. 
Lp = t-lhp 
where g = t-lh has degree 0. Finally, 
gpn = LPn = s, 
and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 12 (The Sheffer Identity). A sequence s, is of She&r type ;f and 
only if there is a special sequence p, such that for ally E K, 
%/S&4 = f k=--m &LAY) Sk64 
where $,&x) is the polynomial pad of p&x). 
Proof. If s, is Sheffer for g with respect to p, we need only apply g to both 
sides of the binomial identity for p, . For the converse, suppose s, satisfies the 
Sheffer identity. Let L be the continuous linear operator defined by Lpn = s, . 
Then iye have 
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and so L commutes with the delta series cy - to and thus with any series in R 
As in the proof of Theorem I1 there is a series g of degree 0 for which gp, m= s, 
and the proof is complete. 
The Expansion Theorem for ShefFer sequences is 
THEOREM 13. Suppose s, is the Shefleer sequence fw g with respect to p, . Let 
p, be tlze associated sequence for the delta series f. Then for any h E F we have 
Proof. The proof consists of applying the first Expansion Theorem to hg and 
noticing that 
(hg I PA = <h I sic). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose s, is the Sheffeey sequence for g with respect to p, . Let 
pn be the associatedsepuenceforf. Then ifp is any s&es in P, 
p = yy G-l.f Ic IP> sk 
k=-n ck 
5. GENERATING FUNCTIOKS 
In this section we compute the generating functions for special sequence and 
sequences of ShefZertype. Let us begin by defining a formal Laurent series in 
powers of a single variable x, denoted by Ea as 
sotice that this is a doubly infinite series, which can ble thought of as a gene- 
ralization of e*. 
We shall have occasion to deal with formal Laurent series, with no restrictions 
on the terms, in both one and two variables: 
The variable s is used instead of t in order to avoid confusion witb the action of 
F on P denoted by juxtaposition of t and x. We may, of course, add Laurent 
series using formal addition. We will permit ourselves to multiply these series 
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provided the formal product is another Laurent series. For example, if g(s) = 
Cz=, aKsr is a series of degree at least 1 then the expression 
is a well defined Laurent series in the two variables s and x since the coefficient 
of XV is an element of the base field K. Furthermore, if h(s) = Cj”=, bjsj is a 
formal series, then the product 
is a well defined Laurent series since the coeflicient of sjxk in 
(f bjS’) ( 2 $g”Q)) 
j=m k--cc 
is the coefficient of sj in (l/cJ h(s) g”( ), s w ic IS a finite sum of elements of K. h h . 
Finally, a word of notation. If f(t) s i a delta series, in I’ its inverse under 
formal composition will be denoted by f(t) , since f-l(t) is reversed for multi- 
plicative inverse. Thus 
f(fW> = t =f WD. 
For special sequences, we can now prove 
THEOREM 14. If@,(x) is th e associated sequmce for the delta series j(t) and if 
f(t) is the compositionul invene off(t) then 
as formal series in the two variables s and X. 
Proof. Recall that for a E K and any integer m the evaluation series ~~(t> 
satisfies 
(~~,~(t> ) xn> = an if n>m 
Z= 0 if n < m. 
By the Expansion Theorem we have 
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and so 
For a fixed integer m, it follows from degree considerations that the coefficient 
of tj on either side of the identity above is a finite linear combination of powers 
of a. Equating the coefficients of tj implies that these linear combinations must 
be equal. But this is for any choice of a E K. So we may think of a as a trans- 
cendental and thus the coefficients of aitj must be equal on both sides. In other 
words, we must have (replacing t by s and a by x) 
as formal series in the variables s and x, where by (c,,,~ ) pfi) we mean the finite 
sum obtained from plC(x) by taking only those terms of degree at least m. 
But this must hold for all integers nz. Then it must hold for m replaced by 
- 03 and (G,, j pR) replaced byPk(X). For if not, there is some pair of exponents 
2: and j with i <j for which the coefficients of xisj are not equal on both sides of 
the resulting identity. However, these coefficients first appear when m = i and 
do not change for smaller values of wz. Thus we have a contradiction. So 
which was to be proven. 
For Sheffer sequences we have 
THEOREM 1.5. If s,(x) is She@ for g(t) with yespect to p,(x), and ifp,(x) 
is the associated sequence for the delta series f(t), with compositional inverse J(t), 
then 
as formal series in the variables s and x. 
Proof. The Expansion Theorem gives for any a E K and any integer m. 
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which we write as 
Since g(J(t)) is a series of degree 0 in r, the series f *(t) g(f (t)) has degree K. 
We are thus in the same situation as in the proof of the previous theorem with 
j It(s) replaced byf k(s) g(J(s)) and th e conclusion follows by the same reasoning. 
6. THE OPERATOR t 
Let us consider the action of r on P as defined in Section 2 by 
fx” zzz cn __ y-1 = nx”-l if flZ0 
cn-1 
= x-1 if n = 0. 
The operator t resembles the derivative except for the fact that tti = x-l # 0. 
It will be convenient to extend the operator t to all formal Laurent series. Thus if 
p(x) = f akxk 
k=--m 
we take 
akxk--l. 
The usefulness of this extension lies in the fact that p(x) = C(X) as formal Laurent 
series if and only if tp(x) = t 0 x w ic is not so for the derivative operator D. ( ), h h 
For practice we compute 
= E”. 
If p(x) has zero constant term, then it is clear that 
t/4x> = D&4 
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and so in general 
where by C,<(p(x)) we mean the coefficient of xj in p(x). 
Furthermore, whenever multiplication of Laurent series is permissible, we 
have 
Actually, for computational purposes the most convenient form is given after the 
second equal sign above. 
Referring to Theorem 15 we shall have occasion to apply t to a forma! Laurent 
series in two variables and we will use subscripts to indicate which variabie is 
effected by t. Thus if 
u(s, x) = 2 aj,,$xk 
i,k 
We have 
and 
t&s, x) = C d3- a3,1csj-13ck 
j,k G-1 
t?&T(s, x) =c A?f- 
j.k ‘k-1 
ag.ksja+l. 
Once again o(s, x) = T(S, x) as formal Laurent series if and only if Q(S, x) = 
t,7-(s, x) or @(s, x) = t&s, x). 
For practice we compute 
tsE”S=t, -f !f.$ 
k=-m c7c 
= ,g -& s7c-1 
= xExS. 
The following Lemma is of frequent use. 
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LEMMA 1. suppose g( J (s)) ECJQ) is the generating function for the She#er 
sequence sk(x) (see Theorem 15). We have 
t,[g(J(s)) E@f(@] = [D&(s))] E”f(@ + xg(f(s)) [D&s)] E”f@) 
-f-W g(J(s)) Q.f(s> + d4 s-l 
where D, is the formal derivative with respect to s. 
Proof. We have by previous remarks 
tJg(f(s)) E”fCS)] = [:D,g(f(s))] E”f ‘“‘,+g(f(s)) DsEZi@) + C&g(f(s)) E”y s-1. 
Now from the generating function point of view we obtain 
C,(g(J(s)) Ed@)) = s&q. 
Also 
= kzm $ h.k-1(s) D,f(s) 
= 
ii: 
+-‘(s) D$f(S) 
k;-; ck-l 
= x kjIm $fkO, W(s) 
= x[E”T ts) - x-‘$-1(s)] D,J(s) 
= X[D,f(S)] EZf(“) -f-‘(s) D,f(S). 
The result follows by substitution. 
7. THE HERMITE SERIES 
The Sheffer sequence for g(t) = e- ut2/2 with respect to p,(x) = x” is the 
Hermite sequence of variance v 
H2)(x) = e-“t=/2Xn, 
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Each term H$‘)(x) is called an Hermite series. By expanding e-iit”~2 we see that 
Evaluating clc gives for n < 0 
and for f2 3 0 
fjtyx) = ‘F’ (- $)” (a+ Xn--2k 
k=O 
The generating function for the Hermite sequence is 
Applying L, gives 
m e-vs2/ BEES = 
c 
d”‘(4 Ska 
Ic=--m Ck 
and so 
Se-~~a12Ers = c 
t%!%) 53 
k=-m ClG 
tHj”‘(x) = 2 H&(x) = M”“‘(x) if kf0 
= H?!(x) if k = 0. 
To obtain a recurrence relation for H$“(x) we first notice that if 
then 
t&s, x) = su(s, x) 
and by Lemma 1 of Section 6 
tso(s, x) = ts(e-vs212E*s) 
= ~,,Se-v~2/2Ees + 
xe-~~2/2Ems _ s-le--v~2/2 + ““(x) s-1 
= (x - Is) u(s, x) + s-l(&)(x) - e--lq. 
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so 
(x - 7s) t,u(s, x) - St&, x) 
= (x - vs) su(s, x) - s(x - 76) u(s, x) - (H?)(x) - e-vs2’2) 
=e -us”/2 _ gv’(*)* 
Writing this in terms of formal series gives 
Collecting terms and simplifying we have 
If we extend the notion of Kronecker delta by defininig 
6 -1 if k>o,keven - k > 0, k even 
= 0 otherwise 
we may equate coefficients of sic to obtain 
xtHk’(x) vtHE,(x) - f&i%4 
ck Ck-1 Ck-1 
= L1 - Ht’(x)l %,o + (- +)“’ & &o,seven .
Using the fact that tHk’(x) = (ck/ckel) Hpll( x we obtain the pure recurrence ) 
relation 
xHj?,(x) - E vH~&) + (6,,, - 1) Hf’(x) 
k 
!J k’Z(k- l)! 
= Sk,0 + (- j-) (K/2)! ~k>o,keven . 
We also obtain the second order t-operator equation 
An interesting fact emerges from the last equation for v = 1 and k < 0. Let 
us write HA”(x) = Hk(t). For k < 0 we have tH,(x) = DH,(x) and so Hh(x) 
is a formal solution to 
D”s(x) - &s(x) + ks(x) = 0. 
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In other words, El,;(x) is a formal eigenfunction for the operator VU’ -- XII with 
eigenvalue --k. It is well known that this differential equation has an actual 
solution pk(x) which for k > 0 gives the classical Hermite polynomials. In our 
notation we would have rpk(x) = fik(x). The fact is that for k < 0 the series 
H%(x) is the asymptotic expansion of F~(x) (see [2, p. 1221 for the asymptatic 
expansion of i&x)). 
8. THE LAGUERRE SERIES 
The associated sequence for the delta series J(2) = t/(l -- “) is the sinl$& 
Laguerre sequence L,(X). By the Transfer Formula we have 
L,(x) = f’(t) (fl”,-- x” 
= -(t - p)n-lXn 
= -g i” I, “1 (-l)“-” 2 ,A+-k. 
The Sheffer sequence for g(t) = (1 - t) 3+1 with respect to &(x) is the kaguerre 
sequence of order ry. We have 
Each term Lo’ is called a Laguerre series. 
The generating function for L:‘(x) is 
Applying P, to this gives 
and so 
d”‘(x) = - ck --L(,“_:l’(x) = -kLk2;)(x) if 
‘k-1 
k -# 0 
= -L’i”l’l’@.) if k = 0. 
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There are many recurrence and differential equations satisfied by the classical 
Laguerre polynomials - and so too for the Laguerre series. We give a sampling. 
Letting 
we compute 
+, %) zzz (1 - s)-“-l E*s/Cs-l) 
t,u(s, x) = --s(l - s)-r u(s, x) 
and by Lemma 1 of Section 6 
t,a(s, x) = [(a $ 1) (1 - s) - x] (I - $2 cr(s, x) + s-l(I$)(x) - (1 - s)-“-s). 
From the first equation we obtain 
and equating coefficients of sk gives 
(“) 
From both equations we obtain 
[(a! f 1) (1 - s) - x] t& x) + s( 1 - s) &B(S, x) = (1 - s)@(x) - (1 - s)-+l 
and then 
Sk + s(l _ s) ; + .+-l 
k-m 
= (1 - s)i$qx) - (1 - s)-@-I 
which can be written as 
= (1 - s)LIp”)(x) - (1 - s)-n--l. 
Now we use (*) to replace the first two terms of the summand to give 
= (1 - s)LIpl)(x) - $O (-ak- 1) (-1)‘is”. 
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Equating coefficients of 9 and simplifying gives 
Using this relation in (*) to eliminate tLp’(x) and iLEI(x) gives the pure recur- 
rence 
kL(,“‘(x) -j- -fE- (x - 
G--l 
cd. - 2k + l)L&(x) + 2; (a 4 k - l)L%(x) 
k - 
= --(a + k - l)rc Sk>,, . 
Next we may use (**) to eliminateL~$(x) and tLkJ1(x) in (*) to obtain the second 
order t-operator equation 
xt’L’,“‘(x) + (m + 1 - x) tL(,“‘(x) + kL$$(x) = -(a + k + l)k 81c30. 
As in the Wermite case we observe that if k < 0 then tl;p)(x) = DLk’(x) 
and so X$‘(X) is a formal solution to the differential equation 
xm(x) + (a + 1 - x) Ds(x) + ks(x) = 0. 
Now one of the actual solutions to this equation is a confluent hypergeometric 
function, say rpk.(x) which for K 3 0 gives the ciassical Laguerre polynomials. 
,4gain we find that for k < 0 the formal series Lp’(x) is the asymptotic expansion 
of TV (see [3, p. 2561 for the asymptotic expansion of qdx)). 
9. THE BERNOULLI SERIES 
The SheEer sequence for g(t) = t”/(d - l>” with respect to PJX) = xn is the 
Bernoulli sequence B:)(x). Thus 
Each term Bt)(x) is called a Bernoulli series. 
Tt is well known that 
where b/i”) are the classical Bernoulli numbers. In our notation we have bg) = 
&)(O). Using the brJ we obtain an expression for the Bernoulli series 
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The generating function for Bg)(x) is 
Leting 
we have 
from which follows 
tBb’(x) = * B&(x). 
From Lemma 1 of Section 6 we obtain 
st,u,&, x) = [ol(l - s) + sx] u,(s, x) - “GE+1 s, x ( > - (-$Jg + Bt%). 
Thus we may derive in the usual way 
(k - a) Bk’(x) + $& (KY - x) B;Y!,(x) + aBp)(x) = --b$,>, . 
An interesting pair of identities can be obtained from this one by setting 
k=ol.Ifk<Oweobtain 
BE&c) = -& Bg+l)(x). 
Noticing that B?;(x) = x-i, iteration gives 
in analogy with the relation for classical Bernoulli polynomials (see [4, p. 1301). 
If k > 0, we obtain 
and iteration gives 
~p+l)(~) = (x - k)‘“’ J-$)(x) _ z ‘*k--k;.‘i’ &$, 
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